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Abstract
In evolutionary robotics, we evaluate individuals by placing
them in an initial configuration in the environment, and then
measure their fitness over a period of time. The choice of
initial configuration has a direct impact on the fitness of an
individual and thereby also the overarching evolutionary pro-
cess. In this paper, we propose the concept of dynamic initial
configurations, which is an initial configuration that is nei-
ther random nor fixed, but develops dynamically in response
to the evolutionary process. As an example we have imple-
mented a competitive co-evolutionary algorithm where initial
configurations and controllers are evolved together to solve
an obstacle avoidance task of a mobile robot. We show that,
while a evolutionary approach taken from literature consis-
tently fails, the co-evolutionary approach succeeds in 22 out
of 25 runs. This example demonstrates the benefit of dynamic
initial configurations, but more work is needed to establish if
the concept generalizes to more complex tasks, environments
and morphologies.
Introduction
In evolutionary robotics (Nolfi and Floreano, 2000; Don-
cieux et al., 2015), many factors influence the performance
of an evolutionary robotics setup among others the sensory-
motor system of the robots, the genotype-to-phenotype map-
ping, the fitness function and the environment (Fehérvári
et al., 2013). In this paper we focus on one of these fac-
tors, namely, the choice of initial configuration of the robot
in the environment at the onset of fitness evaluation.
A controller should perform well independent of its ini-
tial configuration. It is therefore common to gain coverage
by sampling from all allowable initial configurations (e.g. all
valid positions and orientations in the environment). While
this can work, it hinders the evolutionary process because
the fitness evaluations become noisy and randomly chosen
initial configurations may not be optimal for differentiating
the fitness of individuals. Another used alternative is a fixed
initial configurations as this clearly reduce noise, but unfor-
tunately this often leads to over-fitting to the initial config-
uration. On the basis of these two approaches, we hypothe-
size that dynamic initial configurations can address some of
these challenges. A dynamic initial configuration is one that
can adapt dynamically over generations to ideally provide
good opportunities for differentiating between individuals,
counter over-fitting by ensuring coverage, and reduce noise
in fitness evaluation.
In this paper we contribute a first attempt at implementing
dynamic initial configurations using co-evolution between
controller and initial configuration. We use the canonical
task of evolution of obstacle avoidance of a mobile robot
as evaluation of our approach. We use a challenging vari-
ation of this task where obstacles are rare due to the envi-
ronment being a large, empty arena. In our experiments, we
find that a standard evolutionary approach fails to evolve ob-
stacle avoidance. In contrast, the co-evolutionary approach
evolves controllers successfully in 22 out of 25 cases, be-
cause the co-evolutionary process continuously selects ini-
tial configurations that differentiate controllers and prevents
over-fitting.
Co-evolution of the initial configuration has synergies
with incremental evolution (Gomez and Miikkulainen,
1997) of task (Rossi and Eiben, 2014), morphology or en-
vironment (Bongard, 2011; Wang et al., 2019). These ap-
proaches require encoding of the task or environment to be
used by the evolutionary process and thus are complex, but
arguably can also handle more complex, open-ended prob-
lems. In contrast, we only encode the configuration which is
simple and practical and well suited for problems where the
task-environment is given.
Experimental Setup
We have developed a kinematic simulation of the differen-
tial drive Khepera IV robot (Soares et al., 2016) using simple
ray-casting to model the eight infrared sensors. The environ-
ment is a walled, square arena with a side length of 8m. The
evolutionary robotic system follows that of (Mondada and
Floreano, 1996) unless otherwise mentioned. The controller
consists of two perceptrons with eight inputs, two recurrent
connections between the outputs and one bias unit. The cor-
responding chromosome consists of 22 genes encoding the
weights of the neural network. For the initial configuration
population we use a chromosome of 3 genes encoding posi-
tion and orientation. The fitness function for obstacle avoid-
ance is adapted to explicitly reward forward movement in
order to prevent the near optimal solution where the robot
moves back and forth repeatedly. The fitness function for
the population of initial configurations is one minus the fit-
ness of the controller. Hence, the system is a competitive
co-evolutionary system.
For the evolutionary process we use a single point
crossover with a probability of 0.6, a mutation with prob-
ability 0.02 which replaces a gene with a random number
which for the weights is normalized to be between 8 and -8.
We use an elitism of 8 and the rest of a generation is selected
using tournament selection with a tournament size of 2. We
use 256 individuals and run the process for 500 generations
where each individual is evaluated for 5 minutes. For the ini-
tial configuration part, we use 128 individuals and an elitism
of 4. The initial configuration is limited to be inside the
arena and at least 20cm from the wall, which is just outside
of sensor range which is 15cm from the center of the robot.
For the co-evolutionary experiment we evolve the controller
and the initial configuration alternately one generation at a
time. For fitness evaluation the most fit individual from the
other population is used.
We performed two evolutionary experiments with this
setup. In the first experiment, which works as a base case,
we use random initial configurations and in the second ex-
periment we co-evolve the initial configurations.
Results
The standard evolutionary process based on random initial
configurations quickly achieves a high average fitness of
around 0.73 at generation 15 and then does not improve
further consistently across 25 runs. By inspecting the tra-
jectories of the best individual from the last generation of
each evolutionary run, we find that the 14 individuals that
encounter a wall collide with it (we ignore the remaining 11
individuals which do not come near the wall during evalua-
tion). Hence, the controllers fail to learn the obstacle avoid-
ance task. Instead the controllers have just learned to move
forward. The reasons for this are a) an individual is unlikely
to encounter a wall, b) if it encounters the wall it will have
a low fitness and thus low chance of survival. In fact, we
find that only below an arena side length of 3m the probabil-
ities of encountering an obstacle is high enough to support
the evolution of obstacle avoidance. We also tried to place
the robots close to the wall, but randomize the orientation.
In which case the individuals facing the arena always get
higher fitness and therefore are selected over robots facing
the wall.
In the second experiment we co-evolve the initial config-
urations with the controllers. The average fitness of 25 runs
reaches 0.6 at generation 75 and stays constant. The low
fitness is a consequence of the co-evolutionary process that
places robots in difficult initial configurations as can be seen
Figure 1: The robot arena (8m x 8m) and the trajectories of
the best individual of each evolutionary run (25). The arrows
and crosses represent initial and final configurations, respec-
tively. The initial configurations are evolved to be close to
and facing the wall.
in Figure 1. We can also see that 22 out of 25 runs (88%)
lead to individuals able to perform obstacle avoidance and
steer away from the wall (counting the crosses not placed at
the wall). Hence, the co-evolutionary process works by find-
ing challenging configurations in the environment, which
most effectively differentiate individuals from the onset of
fitness evaluation while ensuring coverage. This allows ob-
stacle avoidance controllers to be evolved even in a large,
empty environment. In order to validate the hypothesis that
it is beneficial for the robot to be placed in a challenging con-
figuration we tried a fixed initial configurations close to and
facing a corner. For this specific initial configuration, the
robots would learn the task in 80% of the runs supporting
the hypothesis. However, in contrast to the co-evolved con-
trollers, these controllers are over-fitted to the specific initial
configuration and do not generalize to other initial configu-
rations.
Conclusion and Perspective
In conclusion, we find that for this particular task, where fit-
ness differentiating features are rare, dynamic initial config-
urations are able to solve the task by finding these features
with ease while preventing over-fitting. While our results
are promising, this work is only preliminary as it still re-
mains to be seen how the controllers handle the reality gap
(Jakobi et al., 1995). In general, the work also raises ques-
tions about the choice of initial configurations for tasks with
a natural fixed starting configuration (e.g. maze solving,
walking, etc.). However, it remains to be seen if dynamic
initial configurations can generalize to these domains.
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